Superskin® Genuine Leather Sew-On Steering Wheel Skin Covers instantly enhance the look of your steering wheel and complement all interiors. Our covers reduce the feel of road vibrations while ensuring a firm grip for added safety. Your steering wheel surface will feel warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer with the use of this product. Superskin® Genuine Leather Steering Wheel Skin Covers are hand crafted from selected skins of top grain leather.

 Kits Include:
1 - Premium Leather Wheel Skin Cover,  
2 - Sewing Needles, Heavy Duty Thread, 
Instructions & techniques for Straight Stich, Slant Stich or Cross Stiching.

All sizes are available in 3 colors:  
Black, Gray & Tan

MEASURING IS EASY!
1. Outside Diameter and  
2. “Grip Circumference = Width” is needed to find your size. Measure wheel circumference at multiple points for variances, use thickest points if wheel has finger grooves for proper width fit.

Fits 14 1/2” to 15 1/2” diameter steering wheels.

Grip Size “A” is 3 1/8” Wide  
Superskin® Leather Sew-On  
Size A = 58-0650B - (BLACK)  
Size A = 58-0650T - (TAN)  
Size A = 58-0650Y - (GRAY)

Grip Size “B” is 3 5/8” Wide 
Superskin® Leather Sew-On  
Size B = 58-0600B - (BLACK)  
Size B = 58-0600T - (TAN)  
Size B = 58-0600Y - (GRAY)

Grip Size “C” is 3 7/8” Wide 
Superskin® Leather Sew-On  
Size C = 58-0700B - (BLACK)  
Size C = 58-0700T - (TAN)  
Size C = 58-0700Y - (GRAY)

Grip Size “D” is 4 1/8” Wide 
Superskin® Leather Sew-On  
Size D = 58-0800B - (BLACK)  
Size D = 58-0800T - (TAN)  
Size D = 58-0800Y - (GRAY)

Learn more about steering wheels on our website.